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Introduction

In search of adventure, 29-year-old Conor Grennan traded his day job for a year-long trip around the
globe, a journey that began with a three-month stint volunteering at the Little Princes Orphanage in
war-torn Nepal. But what began as a lark became a passionate commitment that would transform the
young American and the lives of countless others.

Within minutes of his arrival, Grennan was surrounded by a horde of gleeful boys and girls showering
him with warm welcomes. Yet as he soon learned, the children's cheery smiles belied years of pain and
abuse, for many of the boys and girls at Little Princes were not orphans at all, but victims rescued
from human traffickers. Moved by their plight, Grennan vowed that when his trip was over he would
return to the children of Little Princes and eventually reunite them with their families'a promise he
would risk his life to keep.

Little Princes is the powerful story of a soul's awakening and a reflection of the noblest and darkest of human intent. It is a true, and
often hilarious, tale of the power of optimism, love, and faith. And it is an unforgettable account of children, families, and one man whose
decision to take a stand makes the world a better place for all of us.

Questions for Discussion

1. What most impressed you about the author and the children with whom he came into contact? Did any aspect of the story upset you?
Did Conor's story inspire you?

2. In your opinion, what was it about these children that touched Conor so deeply? Were you moved by their plight? What about the
increasing number of children growing up in poverty in America? Do you see these children in the same way, or do you see their situations
differently?

3. How might American children help their counterparts in places like Nepal? Thinking about the Little Princes, do you think we as
Americans spoil our children and ourselves'do we buy more than what can truly be appreciated?

4. When Conor returned to Nepal he met the mother of one of the Little Princes. How did this affect him personally? And how did it
influence the course of events that followed?

5. How did volunteering at Little Princes prepare Conor for having a family of his own? What did these children teach him about himself
and the world?

6. At the beginning of Little Princes, Conor did not see himself as a global humanitarian, yet his visit to Nepal changed everything. What
is it about him'and others like him introduced in Little Princes'that sets him apart from those who don't volunteer or get involved?

7. How did Golkka, the man who trafficked many of these children, get away with his nefarious practices for so long? Human trafficking
has become a worldwide problem, affecting millions. Why has it flourished and what steps might help stop it? How might you play a role?
Would you consider doing so? Why or why not?

8. Do you empathize with the parents of the Little Princes children and others? Do you understand why they gave their children up? What
might you do given similar circumstances?

9. What lessons did you take away from reading Little Princes?
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A portion of the proceeds from the book will go to Next Generation Nepal.
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